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7 April 2019 
Press Release 

 

BLAST expresses profound concern and condemnation to the incident 
of Shonagazi’s student being molested and set on fire, and demands 

proper justice for her and punishment for the guilty 
 

We have come to know from different sources that on 6 April 2019, a few miscreants 
attempted to murder a student, Nusrat Jahan Rafi (18) by setting her body on fire at the 
Alim Examination Center in Shonagazi Islamia Senior Fazil Madrasa, Feni. Rafi was first 
taken to Feni Sadar Hospital and then she has been admitted to the Burn Unit of Dhaka 
Medical College Hospital and is currently undergoing treatment.  
 

We have also being informed from other media sources that as a consequence of the 
case filed by Rafi's mother on 27 March 2019, the principal has been sent to prison 
under the Women and Children Repression Prevention Act, 2000. 
 

It is the State’s responsibility to ensure the safety of all its citizens. To set a woman’s 
body on fire with the intention to commit murder, to inflict serious injuries, to dishonour 
or disrespect a woman, and to violate a woman's constitutional rights as per the Penal 
Code, 1860 are all punishable offences according to the existing laws of our country. 
Which also includes the Women and Child Repression Prevention Act, 2000 
(Amendment, 2003). 
 

A team from Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) went to visit Rafi, a victim 
of severe torture also the team had a conversation with her father. BLAST will provide 
Rafi any sort of legal assistance where required. 
 

BLAST has given considerable attention to the aforementioned incident and strongly 
demand a fair investigation and prosecution of the accused along with the appropriate 
penalties. In addition to, BLAST also demands that the concerned authorities take the 
required and appropriate measures to ensure that such incidents do not take place in 
the future again. 
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